
ABSTRACT: Genetic variability is essential for gains in breeding programs. The cyclic process of progeny recombination is a strategy to raise 

the chances of selecting better genotype combinations. The objective of this study was to identify superior progenies between common 

bean genes groups in first recurrent selection cycle for root system traits. Parents of the Andean and Middle American gene groups were 

hybridized in a complete diallel scheme. Thereafter, the parents and F1 and F2 populations were planted in the field. To establish the base 

population of recurrent selection (C0), seven segregating populations (F2) with superior performance for root system were selected and 

intercrossed, resulting in recombinant progenies (C1). To estimate the selection gain, the parents and C0 and C1 genotypes were compared 

with regard to the following variables: total root length (TRL, cm), projected root area (PRA, cm²), root volume (VOL, cm³) and number of 

root tips (RT). The difference between genotype combinations indicates the presence of genetic variability and effectiveness of recurrent 

selection. The mean genetic progress for root system-related traits was 12.9% (TRL), 12.6% (PRA), 12% (VOL) and 11.5% (RT) in the first 

recombination cycle. The mean phenotypic performance of seven of the C1 progenies exceeded that of their parents for all root system 

traits. These progenies are promising as base populations of the next selection cycle.
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INTRODUCTION

Over the course of time, breeding programs have been successful in the development of agronomically superior 
genotypes. For common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris L.), as well as other crops, breeding efforts have mainly addressed higher 
grain yields (Silva et al. 2013; Pereira et al. 2016). However, due to the yield instability of common bean cultivars under 
adverse cultivation conditions, the root system has come to be considered a key aspect to be evaluated in breeding programs 
(Amongi et al. 2015; Silva et al. 2016).

The presence of genetic variability and the low targeting of breeding programs for root system trait makes genetic gain 
possible. In addition to the source of alleles, this is possible because the direct selection for this trait has not been performed 
by beans breeders in Brazil. In the case of common bean, a major part of the diversity of the species is represented in two 
gene groups. The Andean gene group comprises genotypes with large seeds (35–50 g/100 seeds), ‘T’ phaseolin type and 
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growth habits I and IV. The Middle American group, on the other hand, includes genotypes with small seeds (20 g/100 
seeds), ‘S’ phaseolin type and growth habits II and III. The root systems of the groups are also contrasting. A predominantly 
superficial root system (0–10 cm) was reported for the Andean group, while root development into deeper soil layers was 
observed in the Middle American group (Nienhuis and Singh 1988; Beebe et al. 2013; Polania et al. 2016).

Despite the knowledge about the genetic divergence between Andean and Middle American populations, the study of 
recombinant populations between these groups for root traits is still rather rare. Therefore, plant breeders have to seek allele 
sources in germplasm banks to develop a desired ideotype (Beebe et al. 2008). In autogamous plant breeding programs, 
after the identification of genes of interest, gene recombination is a routine process, followed by cultivation and selection 
of segregating populations by successive selfing. However, the efficiency of this procedure may be suboptimal, in particular 
for traits controlled by many genes (Ramalli 1996).

In this sense, aside from the combination of distinct gene groups, the use of recurrent selection in autogamous plants 
can increase the effectiveness of development of improved genotype combinations. Thus, intercrosses of superior plants 
may result in: i) greater genetic variability, ii) greater opportunity for allelic recombination (by successive hybridizations), 
iii) better breakup of gene blocks and thus, iv) higher frequency of favorable genes for root system expression (Hallauer 
and Darrah 1985; Guimarães 1997; Ramalho et al. 2005; Silva et al. 2010; Alves et al. 2015).

For the above-ground plant parts of common bean, numerous recurrent selection studies have already addressed 
variables such as crop cycle, growth habit, grain yield, grain appearance, disease resistance and others (Ramalho et al. 
2005; Silva et al. 2010; Silva et al. 2013; Souza et al. 2014; Alves et al. 2015; Leite et al. 2016; Pereira et al. 2016; Anjos et al. 
2018). The scarcity of studies focused on the root system might be related to the difficulty of phenotyping this trait in a large 
number of progenies. However, the study and identification of progenies with a better root system has become primordial 
in recent years. The consideration and evaluation of this trait in breeding programs allows the formation of genotypes with 
adaptive characteristics (greater water absorption and mineral resources), which enhances their cultivation in non-ideal 
environmental conditions. Thus, the purpose of this study was to identify superior progenies for root system traits in the 
first recurrent selection cycle between Andean and Middle American common bean gene groups.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Annual experiments were carried out from 2016 to 2019 in Lages (SC). Initially, in 2016, six common bean parents of 
the Andean and Middle American groups were hybridized in a complete diallel scheme, resulting in 30 hybrid populations. 
Parents with contrasting traits (root system, gene group, market group and growth habit) were chosen based in previous 
experiments. The 36 genotypes (six parents and 30 hybrids), were then cultivated in the field in the 2016/17 growing season 
and evaluated in a completely randomized design with two replications.

In the 2017/18 growing season, the six initial diallel parents, along with 30 hybrids and 28 F2 populations, were planted 
again in the field in a single lattice (8 × 8) design with two replications. The root system was evaluated in both experiments 
(2016/17 and 2017/18 growing seasons). The particular focus was the variable root distribution (RD), which was phenotyped 
according to Böhm’s (1979) methodology, with adaptations. This methodology was chosen because it is one of those used to 
evaluate the non-destructive root system of plants in the field. The evaluation consisted of opening a trench perpendicular 
to the plant row to expose the plant root system. According to the methodology, a 0.50 × 0.30 m frame, subdivided in  
0.05 × 0.05 m squares, was placed within the profile.

Thus, the root distribution was determined based on binary data, corresponding to the presence (1) and absence (0) of 
roots in each of the 60 grid squares. Field evaluations of the variable root distribution are important in the discrimination 
of genotypes for commercial cultivation. The data of this variable provided information about the genotypes with regard 
to the horizontal and vertical exploitation of roots in the soil.

After the evaluation of genotype combinations in the 2017/18 growing season, seven progenies of the segregating generation 
F2 were selected (based on the better performance for RD compared to their parents) to constitute the base population C0 of 
the recurrent selection. Recurrent selection cycles recommend the selection of superior individuals to compose the initial 
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recombination population. To initiate the recurrent selection cycle, the seven selected populations were intercrossed in a 
greenhouse, resulting in 28 new populations, named C1 populations (progenies of recurrent selection cycle one).

Finally, to estimate the genetic gain in cycle one (C1) and identify superior progenies of recurrent selection for root 
system traits in the 2018/19 growing season, an experiment was performed in a greenhouse with five lines of the initial 
diallel, along with seven C0 populations and 23 C1 progenies (35 genotypes) (Table 1). To this end, a randomized complete 
block design with three replications was used.

Table 1. Genotype combinations used to estimate selection gain for root system variables (last experimental phase from January - February 
2019). Description of parents, original (C0) and selected (C1) progenies for the first recurrent selection cycle of common bean.

Genotypes Pedigree Gene group 

Parents

1 BAF07 Middle American

2 IPR Uirapuru Middle American

3 BAF53 Andean

4 BAF35 Middle American

5 BRS Embaixador Andean

C1 progenies

6 BAF07 × BAF53/BAF07 × CBS14

7 BAF07 × BAF53/IPR Uirapuru × BRS Embaixador

8 BAF07 × BAF53/BAF53 × IPR Uirapuru

9 BAF07 × BAF53/BRS Embaixador × BAF07

10 BAF07 × BAF53/BRS Embaixador × IPR Uirapuru

11 BAF07 × CBS14/BAF35 × BRS Embaixador

12 BAF07 × CBS14/IPR Uirapuru × Embaixador

13 BAF07 × CBS14/BAF53 × IPR Uirapuru

14 BAF07 × CBS14/BRS Embaixador × IPR Uirapuru

15 BAF35 × BRS Embaixador/IPR Uirapuru × BRS Embaixador

16 BAF35 × BRS Embaixador/BAF53 × IPR Uirapuru

17 BAF35 × BRS Embaixador/BRS Embaixador × BAF07

18 BAF35 × BRS Embaixador/BRS Embaixador × IPR Uirapuru

19 BAF35 × BRS Embaixador/BRS Embaixador × BAF53

20 IPR Uirapuru × BRS Embaixador/BAF53 × IPR Uirapuru

21 IPR Uirapuru × BRS Embaixador/BRS Embaixador × BAF07

22 IPR Uirapuru × BRS Embaixador/BRS Embaixador × IPR Uirapuru

23 IPR Uirapuru × BRS Embaixador/BRS Embaixador × BAF53

24 BAF53 × IPR Uirapuru/BRS Embaixador × BAF07

25 BAF53 × IPR Uirapuru/BRS Embaixador × IPR Uirapuru

26 BAF53 × IPR Uirapuru/BRS Embaixador × BAF53

27 BRS Embaixador × BAF07/BRS Embaixador × IPR Uirapuru

28 BRS Embaixador × IPR Uirapuru/BRS Embaixador × BAF53

C0 populations

29 BAF07 × BAF53

30 BAF35 × BRS Embaixador

31 IPR Uirapuru × BRS Embaixador

32 BAF53 × IPR Uirapuru

33 BRS Embaixador × BAF07

34 BRS Embaixador × IPR Uirapuru

35 BRS Embaixador × BAF53
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The experiment to identify superior progenies (C1) of the first selection cycle in relation to the base populations (C0) and 
parents, comparatively, was carried out in a greenhouse, because some progenies had a low number of available seeds. This was 
observed mainly in progenies of different gene groups, possibly due to the genetic distance of the groups, already reported in 
the literature. Furthermore, a new methodology (digital analysis software WinRHIZO), widely used in the literature for root 
phenotyping, has been adopted. However, it is still in the adaptation phase for the root system evaluation in field, being more 
used in controlled conditions. The mathematical model representing the experimental conditions can be expressed as in Eq. 1:

     Yij = µ + blocki + genotypej + εij (1)

where Yij represents the phenotypic value of a given characteristic, µ the overall mean, blocki the effect of the ith level of the block 
factor, genotypej the effect of the jth level of the genotype factor and εij the effect of uncontrolled sources on phenotypic observations. 
The 35 genotypes were sown in 4 L pots filled with commercial substrate. Irrigation inside the greenhouse was applied manually, 
distributed equally in each pot, around the stem of the plants. A volume of 6 mm of water was made available, according to the crop 
climatic requirements. Temperature and air humidity were measured and recorded by a data logger in 2 h intervals. Fertilization 
was applied according to technical recommendations for common bean (Fancelli and Dourado Neto 2007).

The plants were carefully removed from the pots trying to preserve the root system structure. Thereafter, the roots were 
rinsed in tap water and then stored in 70% alcohol/water solution in order to preserve the structure of the root system. 
When all plants of all genotypes were collected, the root system was analyzed. The following variables were evaluated in 
the laboratory: i) total root length (TRL, in cm); ii) projected root area (PRA, in cm²); iii) root volume (VOL, in cm³);  
iv) number of root tips (RT). Variables ii) and iii) were estimated based on the substrate volume of each pot. All information 
was processed by the digital analysis software WinRHIZO (v 5.0, Regent Instruments, Quebec, Canada). In this evaluation 
step, the root system of each plant, of each repetition was evaluated. The analysis consists of a digital reading of the root 
system. From this, images of the roots and the numerical quantification of each variable mentioned were obtained. The 
parameters were estimated by the expressions: v) heritability in the broad sense, h² = σ²g / σ²ph; vi) Intraclass correlation,  
t = σ²among / σ²among + σ²within; vii) selection gain, SG = h² × sd; viii) Genetic progress, GP (%) = (SG/X0) × 100, where 
σ²g = genetic variance, σ²ph = phenotypic variance, σ²among = variance among plants, σ²within = variance within plants,  
sd = selection differential and X0 = original population mean. The resulting information was tested for normality of residuals 
and homogeneity of variances. All estimates and mean comparisons were established using SAS software (University Edition), 
using the general linear model (glm) procedure, using probability of p < 0.05.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The mean square value of genotypes was significant by the F statistic (p < 0.05) for all response variables (Table 2). 
This fact reveals the existence of genetic variability among the 35 genotypes. Monitoring and use of genetic variability are 
fundamental at the beginning of any breeding program. If available, traits of agronomic interest can be combined in the 
target population (Allard 1971).

Moreover, one of the assumptions underlying recurrent selection is the preservation of genetic variability throughout 
the cycles (Hallauer and Darrah 1985). In other words, the population will be improved by the recurrent selection process 
without losing genetic variability. The significance of the treatment effect was also mentioned for characteristics related to 
grain yield and common bean plant architecture in two selection cycles (Alves et al. 2015).

To analyze the contribution of each genotypic class to the total variation, the treatment mean square was initially 
partitioned into effects corresponding to parents, C0 populations, C1 progenies and contrasts between genotypic classes  
(Table 2). The partitioning indicated a significant effect of all sources of variation by the F test (p < 0.05) for all variables 
except the C0 populations, which did not differ significantly for any trait. The lack of variation in the C0 population 
indicated that the phenotypic values for root system variables of the genotypes were similar. The highest mean square 
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effect was observed for the contrast (Gen × C0 × C1), emphasizing a possible divergence between populations throughout 
the selection cycles. This divergence indicates how good the chances are for genetic gains in a selection cycle. The reason 
is that the effectiveness of recurrent selection cycles is related to the level of genetic variability in the population for  
the target variables (Fehr 1987). Thus, this breeding scheme based on the recombination of superior plants can maintain the 
genetic variability of a population and simultaneously increase the frequency of desirable genes due to the resulting gene 
combinations (Allard 1971). In other studies, significant differences were also reported between populations improved in 
selection cycles, compared to the parents and progenies for the traits: hypocotyl diameter, plant architecture, grain yield 
and white mold susceptibility in common bean. (Souza et al. 2014; Anjos et al. 2018).

Table 2. Analysis of variance (values of degrees of freedom and mean squares) for the variables TRL, PRA, VOL and RT in common bean.

Source of variation DF¹
Mean squares

TRL (cm) PRA (cm²) Vol (cm³) RT

Block 2 1034182ns 95005ns 559479ns 10412099*

Genotypes (34) 3648564* 457649* 3711193* 3273073*

Parents 4 2400483* 265456* 1830895* 1006804*

C0² 6 2954819ns 267084ns 1708995ns 2795135ns

C1³ 22 2049353* 304305* 2843096* 1875946*

Parents × C1 × C0 1 33693671* 4232427* 33265484* 1023007*

C1 × C0 1 18409506* 2006745* 12920000* 9995484*

Error 64 1357940 162984 1274869 1023007

Total 100

σg
2(4) 794693 102229 845241 788623

hb²(5) 0.37 0.39 0.40 0.44

t (6) 0.28 0.51 0.32 0.50

SD(t)(7) ± 0.11 ± 0.09 ± 0.11 ± 0.12

*Significant at 5% probability by the F test. ¹degrees of freedom; ²base populations; ³progenies of recurrent selection; 4genetic variance; 5heritability in the broad 
sense; 6intraclass correlation and 7standard deviation associated with the intraclass correlation estimate.

Once the genetic divergence between treatments is known, genetic components can be estimated. The magnitude of 
genetic variance (σ²g) was between 788623 and 102229 (Table 2). The σ²g was calculated by estimating the covariance 
between phenotypic and genotypic values (COV Ph/G). The σ²g values indicate exclusively the genetic fraction related to 
the phenotypic expression. Summing up, the σ²g indicates how much of the total variance is likely to be transmitted from 
parents to the respective progenies. Thus, the values obtained for the root system characteristics of the parents will probably 
be expressed in the segregating populations. Since the σ²g values are transmitted to the progenies, the chances of an effective 
selection progress during the population advancement in the breeding program is increased. Thus, the existence of covariance 
between selected populations and their descendants allows the prediction of gains and the possibility of success in selecting 
plants (Vencovsky and Barriga 1992). In general, the recurrent selection process will only be effective if genetic variance is 
available and detectable in the breeding population (Ramalho et al. 2005; Silva et al. 2007).

The fraction of phenotypic variation due to the genetic component (heritability) is also related to the estimated COV 
(Ph/G). In this study, the broad-sense heritability was analyzed, since, aside from the additive, non-additive genetic variance 
may also be found among progenies derived from the recurrent selection process. The estimated heritability coefficient 
values for root system variables ranged from 0.37 to 0.44 (Table 2). Heritability estimates have a medium magnitude (< 0.50). 
Medium to low values for root system variables have already been reported in the literature, as this characteristic is clearly 
affected by environmental influences (Melo et al. 2016). For flowering duration (in days) of common bean, the heritability 
was approximately 0.87 after five recurrent selection cycles. For growth habit, a mean heritability of 0.55 was reported for 
common bean after four recurrent selection cycles (Silva et al. 2007; Leite et al. 2016).
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The effectiveness of genotype selection for variables of interest is closely related to the magnitude of the genetic and non-
genetic factors involved in the phenotypic expression (Allard 1971). Heritability thus indicates the chances for a successful 
selection. For example, in phenotypic recurrent selection stages for root system, higher heritability values increase the 
security in choosing genetically superior plants. It is also worth noting that the σ²g and heritability estimates analyzed in 
the populations of selection cycle one compared with the other populations indicate the possibility of gains with the next 
recurrent selection cycles.

As pointed out, the expression of any trait of interest is the result of genetic, environmental and interaction effects. 
Thus, it is convenient to estimate the correlation between the data of plants in a population. Aside from the estimates of 
σ²g and heritability, the ratio of variances among plants by total variation is worth mentioning in breeding programs. The 
intraclass correlation estimates (t) varied from 0.28 to 0.51 (Table 2). The estimate of the variable projected root area (cm²) 
was the highest. The values of standard deviation associated with intraclass correlation were low, indicating the accuracy 
of estimation (Table 2). The intraclass correlation component is closely associated with a probable prediction of the future 
performance of a plant, based on the population mean. Even though few plants are evaluated (due to the low number of 
seeds of some combinations), the intraclass correlation coefficient indicates the relevance of this study, being considered 
medium to high for quantitative characteristics. In general, higher values of intraclass correlation (or repeatability) indicate 
that, e.g., fewer plants have to be evaluated to represent phenotypic values in the segregating population stages. For grain 
yield-related characteristics of cowpea, repeatability coefficients from 0.40 to 0.57 were reported (Torres et al. 2015). In this 
study, medium to low intraclass correlations were found. The genetic variability was maintained during the selection cycle 
and recombination of segregating generations. Due to this maintenance of variability, a higher number of plants should be 
evaluated in future stages of the breeding program.

Once the recurrent selection cycle one was completed, significant increases were observed by the t-test (p < 0.05) in 
the mean of the C1 progenies in relation to the parents (C1 × parents) and base population C0 (C1 ×C0) for all variables  
(Table 3). This fact highlights the presence of gains by recurrent selection. The effect of selection sought by the breeder is the 
improvement in the population mean of the target variable of selection. This change is called genetic progress or response 
to selection. The estimated genetic progress of progenies from C1 to C0 for the four variables covered an estimated range of 
11.5 to 12.9%. These percentage values indicate the mean increase per trait and selection cycle. Furthermore, they highlight 
the possible effectiveness of the phenotypic recurrent selection process. Gains by initial recombination cycles, for example 
from 3.3 to 9% for common bean grain yield, have already been reported (Silva et al. 2010; Alves et al. 2015).

Table 3. Means and selection gains for each genotypic class (parents, C0 and C1) for the variables TRL, PRA, VOL and RT in common bean.

Classes TRL (cm) PRA (cm²) VOL (cm³) RT

Parents 2280 782 2110 1804

C0 3078 1085 3033 2955

C1 4151 1442 3942 3746

C1 × Parents 1871* 660* 1832* 1942*

C1 × C0 1073* 357* 909* 791*

Overall mean 3650 1268 3478 3287

Selection gain 396 137 361 341

Genetic progress (%) 12.9 12.6 12.0 11.5
*Significant at 5% probability by the t-test.

Genetic progress was also mentioned for this crop, e.g., 7% for grain type, 33.4% for rust resistance, 13.2% for angular 
spot resistance, 4.95% for hypocotyl diameter and 4.93% for plant architecture (Anjos et al. 2018). The recurrent selection 
gains reported in this study were higher than gains in shoot traits, discussed in the literature. For example, grain yield 
and growth habit, among others, are characteristics with lowest gains in the initial recurrent selection cycles (Silva et al. 
2010; Alves et al. 2015; Pereira et al. 2016). This fact is closely related to the direction of common bean and other crop 
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improvement programs. In other words, the main objective of breeders throughout the breeding processes was mostly the 
search for superior genotype combinations for grain yield (Abenavoli et al. 2015). All traits closely related to grain yield 
have already been greatly improved by breeding programs, in contrast to the root-related characters. Thus, when selection 
cycles for yield and root are applied, the gains tend to be greater for the root system, even in initial recurrent selection stages.

In this study, increments in phenotypic means (C1 compared to C0) were recorded for: TRL (396 cm), VOL (361 cm³), 
RT (341) and PRA (137 cm²) (Table 3). Based on the increases in the variables above, the development of agronomically 
superior genotype combinations seems to be possible. These traits related to the root system morphology of common bean 
are directly responsible for the ability of a crop to exploit resources under heterogeneous soil and water regime conditions 
(Miguel et al. 2013). A better root development is correlated with a higher uptake of some poorly available nutrients (e.g., 
phosphorus) in the soil solution. Apart from the nutritional aspect, drought-stressed common bean genotypes with a more 
developed root system and greater root length and volume are advantageously able to take up water from deeper soil layers 
(Ho et al. 2005; Henry et al. 2010). Thus, it is essential to consider the genetic variability promoted for root system by recurrent 
selection cycles in common bean plants to mitigate the negative effects caused by stress conditions (Abenavoli et al. 2015).

As genetic progress has been achieved with the recurrent selection cycle, the superiority of segregating over fixed 
populations should be noted. All C0 progenies performed similarly to the parents, except for genotype 30, which differed 
significantly for all variables (Table 4). It is worth emphasizing that this progeny was derived from the combination of 
the genotypes BAF35 × BRS Embaixador (Middle American × Andean). Aside from the gene group, the genotypes are 
contrasting for seed coat color and growth habit. Thus, the combination of the characteristics of both parents favored the 
expression of the root system. For the traits TRL and VOL, significant differences between Andean and Middle American 
parents were observed (Román-Avilés et al. 2003).

Table 4. Mean contrasts between seven base populations (C0) compared to the parents for TRL, PRA, VOL and RT in common bean.

Genotype TRL (cm) PRA (cm²) VOL (cm³) RT

29 1.96 1.50 0.98 0.34

30 4.76* 4.53* 4.08* 5.68*

31 1.48 0.83 0.39 4.37*

32 2.48 3.56 4.63* 7.65*

33 0.33 1.00 0.63 0.11

34 1.87 1.66 1.40 4.32*

35 0.96 1.36 1.72 2.71

*Significant at 5% probability by the t-test. H0: C0 = Parents.

Similar results to those described for C0 populations, which indicate insignificant contributions of beneficial 
heterotic effects, were also found for grain yield (Moura et al. 2018). This situation is consistent with that of most 
agronomically important traits of autogamous plants (particularly of common bean). Most traits of this crop are 
controlled by genes with a strong additive nature. In the C0 populations, an irrelevant number of plants with deviations 
exceeding the parental mean was observed. In the C0 population, this could be explained by the insufficiently low 
number of favorable genes to constitute plants that outperform their parents. Moreover, even when favorable gene 
combinations occur, the establishment of promising plants is conditioned to the effectiveness of selection during 
selfing. If selection in the cultivation stages of segregating populations is not effectively practiced, the gene fixation 
of the traits occurs mainly randomly (Allard 1971).

Opposite to the progenies of C0, those of C1 were promising for root system characteristics. The performance of seven C1 
progenies exceeded the mean of their parents for all root system variables (Table 5). This is consistent with the assumption 
that, in recurrent selection stages (even of autogamous plants), genetic variation of non-additive nature is also present in 
the phenotypic composition (Hallauer and Darrah 1985).
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Table 5. Mean contrasts between common bean populations of selection cycle one (C1) compared to the parents, for the variables TRL, 
PRA, Vol and RT.

Genotype TRL (cm) PRA (cm²) VOL (cm³) RT

7 3.77 3.79 3.66 4.00*

8 4.96* 3.82 2.73 4.76*

9 0.73 0.62 0.49 1.10

10 0.04 0.11 0.22 0.13

15 12.21* 13.63* 14.29* 19.39*

16 5.91* 5.88* 5.52* 8.42*

17 0.95 0.53 0.23 4.42*

18 3.82 3.24 2.58 4.92*

19 3.43 2.59 1.81 4.77*

20 8.65* 9.80* 10.46* 26.93*

21 5.93* 5.32* 4.48* 17.03*

22 5.90* 8.11* 10.28* 9.46*

23 3.85 3.11 2.72 10.45*

24 1.23 1.11 0.97 6.41*

25 0.67 1.03 1.39 4.54*

26 5.22* 6.13* 6.69* 3.34*

27 0.89 1.45 2.21 0.88

28 4.28* 5.31* 6.11* 5.11*

*Significant at 5% probability by the t-test. H0: C1 = Parents. 

For the trait grain yield, promising families for the development of superior lines in relation to the fixed populations 
(commercial cultivars) have been highlighted. This observation is still valid, even after eight selection cycles, for grain yield as 
well (Silva et al. 2010; Alves et al. 2015). For traits related to white mold tolerance and resistance, the superiority of progenies 
of selection cycles over parents was also noticeable (Terán and Singh 2010).

Interestingly, the pedigree of the seven progenies with superior performance for root system-related variables contains 
combinations of parents of different gene groups (Andean and Middle American). The search for complementary characteristics 
of the root system morphology among gene groups is an important step in breeding programs (Abenavoli et al. 2015). The 
recombination of F2 progenies, derived from the combination of Andean and Middle American parents, may increase the 
possibility of releasing genetic variance and make the “breakup” of possible gene blocks related to root system expression 
possible. Genotype 16, for example, resulted from the recombination of progenies derived from the genotypes BAF35 × BRS 
Embaixador (Middle American × Andean) and BAF53 × IPR Uirapuru (Andean × Middle American).

However, undoubtedly, the best phenotypic performance (as evidenced by the differences between compared means) was 
observed for genotype 15 (Table 5). This fact is relevant, since this progeny was derived from the recombination of parents 
BAF35 × BRS Embaixador (Middle American × Andean) and IPR Uirapuru × BRS Embaixador (Middle American × Andean). 
This indicates the possible complementary gene action between the parents. In both C0 progenies that constitute genotype 15, 
the origin of the maternal parent is Middle American. The paternal parent, on the other hand, is exclusively represented by BRS 
Embaixador, of Andean origin. The pedigree of genotype BRS Embaixador contains lines of the common bean breeding program 
of the International Center for Tropical Agriculture (CIAT - Colombia). This center is already developing studies in the search 
for lines with drought tolerance, for example. Thus, the combination involving these genotypes and in this sequence was possibly 
responsible for increasing the frequency of favorable alleles for the root system. According to this result, it is extremely relevant 
to define which parent is most likely to assume the maternal and paternal order in the recombination stages (Singh et al. 2017).

After confirming the effectiveness of a recurrent selection cycle, new plants for the population of the following selection 
cycle must be selected (Guimarães 1997). The recurrent selection system based on the choice of plants considered superior 
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for a given trait, followed by their recombination, is recommendable when the purpose is to combine desirable characteristics 
to maximize the gain per selection cycle (Ramalli 1996). In this way, by selecting and recombining the best plants for root 
system variables over several cycles, it is even possible to accumulate a higher number of advantageous alleles in a single plant.

For all traits, phenotypic superiority over the parents and C0 populations was observed for the genotypes C1, which must, 
therefore, necessarily be included in the next selection cycles. The seven progenies highlighted in Table 5 can be indicated 
for the next selection cycle. To the end of developing genotype combinations adapted to suboptimal cultivation conditions, 
the identification and selection of genotypes with a root system with a more efficient uptake of water and mineral elements 
is a key approach in breeding programs (Beebe et al. 2013; Assefa et al. 2015).

Genotypes possibly more adapted to adverse conditions have a high number of adventitious roots, reduced root diameter, 
shallow basal roots and a high root hair density (Lynch 2007). In this way, high values for the variables TRL, VOL, PRA 
and RT considered in this study are directly related to genotypic adaptability.

This study, based on the selection of contrasting lines, hybridizations between these lines and the selection and recombination 
of better performing progenies, confirmed the relevance of including a range of parents in the crossing stages. Conventional 
hybridizations resulted in a similar performance of fixed and segregating populations, even when distinct gene groups were 
included. However, the gains for the root system increase to the extent at which more parents of different gene groups are 
involved in the establishment of a single progeny. Genetic variation may alter the genotypic population mean for a given 
variable by raising the frequency of favorable genes and consequently increasing desirable genotype combinations. Thus, the 
seven progenies of the first selection cycle (C1), identified with superior performance in relation to base populations (C0) and 
parents, need to be conducted in the field, self-fertilized and evaluated again for root system traits in future selective cycles.

CONCLUSION

The first phenotypic recurrent selection cycle for root system was effective. The mean genetic progress per root-related 
trait was 12.3%. Seven promising new populations were identified to the next recurrent selection cycle. The use of recurrent 
selection can be an alternative in the identification and development of common bean cultivars with an improved root system.
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